
A municipal budget dictates how public money and resources are distributed across
the municipality. By looking at a municipality’s budget one can find out what its
priorities are. By law, municipal budgets must adhere to the basic principles of
transparency and accountability. Municipalities must plan their goals and capture
them. 

Each municipality must: draw up an IDP (indicating what it plans do and how it will
do it, with public input), create a budget (saying how it will raise & spend income, with
public input before end May), implement (manage existing services or create new
ones), and monitor and assess progress (explained in an annual report).

Every municipal budget is made up of two sides: income, and expenditure. 

Income
There are two main ways municipalities generate their revenue. Firstly,municipalities
receive shares of the nationally raised taxes which are called grants. Secondly,
municipalities are able to generate their own revenue, mainly by charging for services
and collecting property rates. 

The money a municipality receives from government tends to go towards its capital
expenditure, which is used for developing and maintaining assets and infrastructure.
While the money a municipality generates itself is largely used for financing its
operating expenses, such as salaries and wages and other day-to-day expenses. Each
municipality has the authority to set their own tariffs for the services they provide and
for property rates, although they are required by law to have a tariff policy which
should reflect reasonable costs. Most consumers pay for the services they use, but
municipalities also use government grants to provide a certain amount of these
services free to poor households. 

In recent years, many municipalities have started to rely more on money from
government to fund their operating budgets, particularly those covering small
economies and rural areas, which cannot generate significant revenue from service
charges and property rates.
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For larger municipalities, such as the Metros, money raised by the municipality through
service charges and property rates tends to be the larger contributor. For these larger
municipalities, around 50-60% of the money for operating budgets comes from service
charges, such as electricity, water, sanitation, and refuse removal.

Approximately 20% of the revenue for operating budgets comes from property rates.
Municipalities use these rates to pay for economic services, such as municipal roads,
storm water systems, street lighting, and street cleaning. Every municipality sets their
own property rates each year. The rest of the revenue municipalities generate for their
operating budgets come from transfers, services, fines, interest and rental.

Capital budgets of municipalities are mainly financed by transfers or grants from
provincial and national government. These are used by municipalities to build roads,
houses, sporting facilities and infrastructure for water and sanitation. About 60% of
municipal capital budgets tend to be financed by these grants and subsidies. The rest
comes from internally generated funds, borrowing and public contributions. Over recent
years, the proportion of capital revenue generated internally and through borrowing has
been declining, meaning greater reliance on funds from national government.

Expenditure
Looking at municipal operating expenditure by type of spending, the largest areas are
bulk purchases (around 35%) and employee related costs (around 30%). Expenditure on
bulk purchases refers to the funds which municipalities spend to buy bulk electricity
from Eskom and bulk water from the Department of Water Affairs, which has been
rising fast due to the increase in prices of these goods. 

This is again reflected in the fact that municipalities tend to spend the majority of their
budgets on utility services followed by transport, roads and stormwater. In terms of
capital expenditure, notable areas of spending again include utility services, followed by
transport, roads, stormwater, and human settlements. In most cases spending rates on
the operating side of the budget are fairly good but municipalities struggle to spend
their capital budgets, due to poor infrastructure planning. 

All income and expenditure must be accounted for in a budget. Each municipality must
indicate where the money it requires will come from, how much money it has available,
what that money will be spent on. Public participation processes for this process are
generally conducted by municipalities around March/April each year and are meant to
be advertised in advance in local media.


